French Curriculum Map 2022-2023
Year 3
Autumn Term
Half Term 1

Half Term 2

Spring Term
Half Term 1

Phonetics Lesson 1
I’m Learning French
France & French
speaking countries
Asking and saying how
you feel
Asking and saying your
name
Numbers 1-10
Colours

Seasons
The four seasons
What happens in Winter,
Spring, Summer and
Autumn
My favourite season is…

Musical Instruments

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Phonetics Lesson 2
Presenting Myself
Revise France and
French speaking
countries, numbers 1-10
and ‘how are you?’
Saying your name and
asking someone their
name
Numbers 11-20
Asking and saying ‘How
old are you?’
Where do you live?
Nationality, ID cards
Goldilocks
Tell story and
consolidate with picture
cards, word cards and
phrase cards
Storyboards

Phonetics Lesson 3
Do You Have A Pet?
Common Pets
I have…
‘and’
That is called…
I do not have…
‘but’

Phonetics Lesson 4
At School
Introduce vocab for
school subjects
Expressing an opinion on
school subjects
Telling the time
Creating a school
timetable

What Is The Date?
Twelve months of the
year
Saying and asking the
date
Saying and asking your
birthday

World War II
Decoding longer passage
of text using key
information from World
War II
Some of the countries
and languages involved
in World War II
The story of an evacuee
and experiences in
London and the
countryside

Family
Family members

The Weather
Vocabulary for weather

Regular Verbs
French Pronouns

Nouns and articles for
instruments
I play…

Half Term 2

Summer Term
Half Term 1

Fruits
Fruits in singular form
Change fruit nouns from
singular form to plural
form
I like…
I do not like…

Little Red Riding Hood
Story through picture
cards
Story through words
Parts of the body

Possessive adjectives
Siblings
To be called
Numbers and age
Habitats
Five basic elements that
plants and animals need
to thrive and survive in
a habitat
Habitats and examples
Which plants grow in
each habitat
Which animals live in
each habitat

Weather Map work
French weather forecast

Classroom
Introduce vocabulary for
classroom objects
I have…
I do not have…
What the children do
and do not have in their
pencil case in a class
survey

Olympics
History of the ancient
Olympic games
History & background to
the modern Olympic
games
Modern Olympic sports
Introduce the verb 'faire'
in full plus a negative
option for not doing a
sport to create more
complex and interesting
sentences
Look at Olympic sports
and the grammatical
changes that occur
when we use them to

Planets
Introduction of the
planets
Complex sentence
structure for each
planet
Reading & listening
activities based on the
planets
Consolidation of
adjectival agreement
using clothes

Verb Stems & Endings
Regular -ER Verbs
Regular -IR Verbs
Regular -RE Verbs
The Weekend
Telling the time in detail
Ten complex phrases
describing weekend
activities
Reading and listening
based on weekend
activities
Introduction of
connectives
Creative lesson based on
weekend activities
Romans
introduce Roman history
and story of Romulus &
Remus
Key people in Roman
history.
Roman Gods and
Goddesses and their
links to days of the
week
Famous Roman
inventions
Being a child in Roman
times (rich and poor
comparisons)

Half Term 2

Ice-Creams
Feminine flavours
Masculine flavours
I would like…
‘and’
Asking for a small
tub/pot or cone
Role play using numbers
and new language

My Home
Types of homes and
different locations
Names of rooms within
the home
In my home there
is/are…
In my home there is not/
there are no…
Create a longer spoken
or written passage in
French using the
language learnt and
personal details (such as
their name and age etc.)

describe someone's
profession.
Clothes
Items of clothing & the
article
I wear…
To wear…

Me In The World
Introduction to our 4
friends / characters
Each character tells the
others about their
favourite festival /
celebration
Two characters discuss
their Eid and Christmas
celebrations in more
detail
Two characters discuss
the similarities and
differences between the
cities in which they live:
Port-au-Prince and Paris
All four characters
discuss what they will
do to try to help protect
the planet.

